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Of the Gospel of Mark, theologian Matt Skinner writes, “The whole Gospel is a 

story about the reign of God coming to displace another reign, and that one will not 

relinquish its power without a fight.  Mark is a story of redemption from a house of 

oppression that manifests itself on many levels of human existence.  There is no 

escaping this Gospel’s account on conflict and clashing powers.”i  Those clashing 

powers come right to the forefront today in Chapter 3; as Jesus comes home; and 

smack dab in the middle of this homecoming, is what David Schnase Jacobsen 

describes as nothing less than a “Satanic power struggle.”ii  And maybe that seems 

quite foreign to us today.  Perhaps this whole Gospel account does, and the likes of 

strange words we seldom use anymore.  Words like blasphemy and Beelzebul, and the 

idea of demon possession and unclean spirits—and for some even Satan—the idea of 

a being who is the very personification of evil. 

And yet, with the events of the past weeks in our country—our Prime Minister 

making formal apology to the families of Italian immigrants placed in interment camps 

during World War II—the closest one too close for comfort in the not-so-far-away resort 

area of Kanaskis.  And now an even greater horror—and the deep sorrow of our entire 

nation uncovered only days ago; in Kamloops; a mass grave and the uncovered 

remains of 215 children thrown in a heap like garbage, at the site of a former 

residential school.  These, the children who now have been found, added to the 

hundreds and thousands that remain yet unfound and the very same horrors of 

residential schools not only in BC, but the 25 that were in Alberta too, and the more 

than 100 Canada-wide; the last to close only in 1996.   
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And perhaps we think that is the in the past and nothing to do with us; but now 

add that to the hundreds of missing and murdered indigenous women whose red 

dresses hang in trees, while they lie unforgotten in their graves.  The atrocities 

committed in this our free nation of Canada—xenophobia, racial oppression, hatred, 

violence, abuse and even what borders on genocide—these crimes challenge the 

untruth of the ways we boastfully define our country as a “peaceful nation;” and more 

than suggest that the power of evil is alive and well and kicking in our lives, in our 

country, and in our hearts still today.  That yet today we find ourselves in the middle of 

a Satanic power struggle and we don’t need to have a fictional character dressed up in 

red tights to personify the evil for us.  There is enough of that to go around.   

And so maybe it isn’t a surprise, that Mark’s Gospel doesn’t waste any time with 

birth or childhood stories of Jesus; but immediately gets right into the thick of things; 

into the urgency of the very present moment; the ongoing struggle of life and death; 

and Jesus who has come in the midst of it all, who fights for the very reign of God in 

our world.  Jesus wastes no time in getting out there.  Dripping wet from the waters of 

baptism and right into the drought and temptation of the wilderness, where he meets 

Satan face to face.  And then just as quick into the fray.  Healing, release, casting out 

demons; still from the get-go controversial.  Not just healing but healing on the 

Sabbath, breaking with tradition and law.  And declaring the forgiveness of sins.  But 

only God can forgive sins, so what was that all about Jesus?  And casting out 

demons—the demons themselves time and again cowering, fleeing in fear, yet each 

time confessing, “We know who you are, Jesus, the Holy One of God.” 
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Jesus’ ministry not only in word, but in action—it was like a magnet—drawing 

people from every corner; everywhere he went, the crowds gathering just like they did 

on this day.  And wherever he was, the watchful eye of the big wigs—the theological 

heavy weights of his timeiii.  Come from Jerusalem to Jesus’ hometown.  Getting ready 

to weigh in with their own opinion of the ministry of Jesus; the center of their power 

obviously unsettled, and disrupted, if not threatened.  And even the people of his 

hometown—this ministry of healing, exorcisms, and controversial teaching looked 

nothing like the values he was raised on.iv   Values that justify the ways we set apart 

difference as inherently other.  Values yet hijacking our decision-making.  Values we 

cling to as ways we normalize ourselves by unnormalizing and rejecting others; the 

deep-seated mind-set that is the slippery slope that leads to the kinds of atrocities like 

mass graves that will always be uncovered.  

Jesus’ family has drawn their own conclusions about the ministry of Jesus.v  “He 

is not in his right mind,” they say out loud.  Maybe to be heard by Jesus, maybe to be 

heard by the authorities, so at least they might show Jesus some grace.  “He is not 

acting like himself,” they say.  Had the world grown so cynical and scornful, had their 

own lives so turned from any kind of hope, any expectation of the lived blessing of God 

among them?vi His very own family tries to detain him; tries to have Jesus seized, to 

drag him away.  And now the authorities wanting to cast skepticism and mistrust; to 

call into question and name the illegitimacy of the ministry of Jesus’ and thereby to 

legitimize their own power once more.  For the sake of tradition, to maintain religious 

order cultural norms; this Jesus needs to be stopped.  Detained.  The diagnosis is 
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made, “Everyone get back!  Do not be deceived.  This man, his power, the miracles, 

the healings; these things are not of God, but of the devil!”  It is a damning decree.  To 

say Jesus was as far from God as anyone could get.   

Even while all around the evidence said otherwise.  All around people were being 

healed from their demons.  All around people are experiencing first-hand God’s healing 

and wholeness and life.  All around people who were deemed unworthy of God’s grace 

were being raised to dignity, acknowledged, in the promises and healing work of Jesus 

among them.  What we see, nothing less than the beautiful, unhindered grace of God.  

But the scribes dismiss any possibility of God at work in the world; of God at work in 

Jesus.  Any possibility of a God at all unless this God aligns with the status quo of 

power.  Devoid of hope, in open contempt of the God of life—in their own fear, in their 

own struggle for power and control; the authorities reveal their own calcified hearts; 

uttering an extraordinary level of blasphemy; they demonize the healing, restoring, life-

giving work of Jesus.  They discount and deny the very power of God,vii  and along with 

it, discount, diminutize, demonize the people Jesus has been restoring—the poor, the 

hungry, the vulnerable, the sick, those tormented in body, mind, and spirit—the very 

ones we yet demonize and devalue in our culture today. 

“He casts out demons, by the power of demons,” they say.  “This man is 

possessed by the devil himself.”  And we can almost hear the collective gasp, the 

shock wave that rumbles through the crowd.  The uncertainty.  The fear.  We can 

almost see the crowds who once pressed in from all sides, suddenly falling back.  As 
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Jesus names the absurdity of their claim.  That evil is not in the habit of setting anyone 

or anything free.  “That Satanic power is never interested in loosening the screws that 

hold oppression and indignity firmly in place.”viii  That only in binding up the power of 

evil, can the oppressed be set free.  That only when a strong man is bound, then and 

only then can what Satan holds be unbound.  Only then, can we, can our lives, can all 

people, and this world be set free.  And the question that is evoked; the question Jesus 

brings to the scribes, his family; the question that Jesus brings us all to—“Who is this 

One, strong enough to bind the strongest of evil; who is the One strong enough to bind 

even Satanix; the One strong enough to set us free?”  Who is it that has the power to 

change our world?  Oddly, while the question seems lost on both the scribes and 

Jesus’ family; it is the very demons themselves who have already answered this 

question long before, “We know who you are Jesus, you are the Holy One of God.” 

And then this encounter ends, even while the struggle continues.  And while the 

family of Jesus demand his audience, Jesus refuses to abide even by who we label as 

family and the last gasp attempts that these labels represent—the last gasp attempts 

of our faulty world views.  These things that divide, these houses cannot stand.  

Instead, Jesus redraws the lines of family and belonging to all those this world and our 

labels have excluded.  “These—the ones being restored to wholeness and grace—

these are my mother, my brothers, my family.”x  Jesus is calling us to reimagine our 

lives, to reimagine our world where God is present, active, fully engaged; our world 

where Jesus is already in the fray; already mixing it up in the struggle.  And where we 
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are invited to be a part of the persistent ministry of Jesus—a ministry of healing and 

restoration, to free what is bound.  

It is Good News to those who need it most.  Uncomfortable news to those who do 

not yet recognize their own need.  Do we recognize ours?  The Gospel for all of us—rich 

and poor, oppressed and set free, hungry and fed, sick and healed, on the margins and 

restored, for the forgotten and for the remembered, for calcified and wounded hearts.  The 

Gospel—the beautiful unhindered grace for all of the world—is that Jesus does not comply 

with what makes us comfortable.  Jesus is never content that people are in bondage, or 

subject to illness, or mired in something less than life.xi  Jesus, instead, sees our need, 

knows our pain, our fear, our discomfort, and yes, even our sin.  And Jesus enters the 

struggle.  The struggle for God’s coming reign.  The struggle for us.  The struggle for life.  

Jesus enters the struggle hand and foot, flesh and blood, ringing hammer and piercing 

nail—with the power to change and forgive; the power to unbind and heal the world.  Until 

every grave is uncovered, until every child remembered, until every evil is exorcised; until 

all the world is filled with the unfolding of God’s reign of grace and love and life.  Until all of 

heaven and earth and under the earth declares, “We know who you are Jesus.  You are 

the Holy One of God!”  Amen. 
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